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Josef Leibinger. YC partner: don't take funding advice
from us, from our partners - jorgeortiz85 ======
zasz Funding advice from your own colleagues is

generally self-serving, biased, and more than likely
incorrect. As a rule of thumb, I don't believe any

funding advice I receive from Y Combinator. Even
when I do the same. ~~~ yardie There are

exceptions, like if the YC partners were already
investors in the product. Then they have a clear

advantage over the company and they might actually
know something the founders don't. And perhaps

someone who has already bootstrapped a business is
the better bet to learn from. ------ polyfractal So YC
currently has eight partners...[1] ...that means they

each bring more to the table than just a few shares of
money. If they don't want to tell you how to spend
your money, they should have told you the same

thing before they started accepting money. I don't
get the criticism at all, they weren't sitting around
telling all the startups how to spend their money.
They are simply holding a meeting for a different
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group of people. [1]: [ in]( ~~~ jorgeortiz85 To be
fair, the YC partners aren't the kind of investors who

fund startups. They aren't VCs, that's a big
distinction. Rather, they are investors who like to give

advice to founders. The problem is that (because
c6a93da74d
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